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Abstrat
We present the rst onrete evidene for the lassial stability of
vortons, irular osmi string loops stabilized by the angular momen-
tum of the harge and urrent trapped on the string. We begin by
summarizing what is known about vorton solutions and, in partiular,
their analyti stability with respet to a range of radial and nonradial
perturbations. We then disuss numerial results of vorton simulations
in a full 3D eld theory, that is, Witten's original bosoni superon-
duting string model with a modied potential term. For spei pa-
rameter values, these simulations demonstrate the long-term stability
of suiently large vorton solutions reated with an elliptial initial
ansatz.
PACS: 98.80.-k;74.60.Jg
1 Introdution
Topologial defets are known to play an important role in many physial
ontexts and they may also impat osmology, the relativisti setting for this
present study (for a review, see ref. [1℄). Amongst the possible osmi defets,
vortex-strings have a prominent position beause they naturally evolve into
a sale-invariant onguration, therefore avoiding analogues of the monopole
problem of osmologial domination. These strings might be responsible
∗
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for a variety of astrophysial phenomena, suh as osmi rays, gravitational
wave radiation, or gravitational lensing. The rihness of their phenomenology
omes in part from the possibility of additional internal struture, making
them superonduting ref. [2℄.
These superonduting strings have been widely studied, and this artile
follows a ompanion paper [3℄, whih investigated in detail the model studied
here. Previously, we onsidered analyti riteria for urrent and harge sta-
bility on these strings, onrming this with numerial simulations. This work
allowed us to predit the equilibrium state of a osmi string loop stabilized
by the angular momentum of this harge and urrent, while also setting new
limits on the available range of parameters. Let's mention that the potential
existene of vorton solutions has been postulated reently in other important
physial ontexts suh as QCD [4℄ and high-Tc superondutivity [5℄. We
note that if we are able, here, to establish vorton stability in vauum (i.e.
resisting ollapse due to the powerful tension of a relativisti string), then
these results bode well for their as yet untested stability in less extreme phys-
ial situations. We emphasise that here we are foussing on lassial vorton
stability, while for a disussion of quantum stability the reader is referred to
[6℄ and referenes therein.
The struture of this letter is as follows: After summarizing our previous
results for vorton equilibrium states, we will examine additional relevant
perturbations whih we have observed as a result of our work. Finally, we
will give an aount of our numerial results on vortons and their long-term
stability given elliptially perturbed initial onditions.
2 The framework
Our study is based on the model rst proposed in ref. [2℄ :
L = (∂µφ)(∂
µφ)+ + (∂µσ)(∂
µσ)+ −
λφ
4
(|φ|2 − η2φ)
2
−λσ
4
(|σ|2 − η2σ)
2 − β|φ|2|σ|2 , (1)
where the two omplex salar elds φ and σ are minimally oupled, eah
being invariant under U(1) transformations.
If the onstants of the theory (the ouplings and the vauum expeta-
tion values) are hosen arefully, one an break the φ-symmetry, leading to
|φ| = ηφ, while keeping σ = 0 in the vauum, beause of the non-vanishing
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interation term. Along a φ osmi string, the interation vanishes, and σ
an form a ondensate. (For a detailed aount on this model, see ref. [3℄)
We have been able to give neessary onditions on the parameters of the
lagrangian for the string to be superonduting:
λφ <
λ2σ
16β
, β < λσ
4
, η2σ <
η2φ
2
. . (2)
This |σ| ondensate an also arry harge and urrents along the string
(taken to lie on the z-axis), as an be readily seen from the ansatz:
σ = |σ|(r)ei(ωt+kz) , (3)
whih indues a (Noether) harge Q and a urrent J on the string worldsheet:
Q = ω
∫
dz
∫
dS |σ|2 , J = k
∫
dz
∫
dS |σ|2 , (4)
as well as a topologially onserved quantity, the winding number:
N =
∫
dz
k
2π
. (5)
These features alter signiantly the standard string osmology senario,
with perhaps the most striking onsequene of superondutivity being the
lassial stability of string loops. These loops, whih were dubbed vortons
in ref. [7, 8℄, annot deay beause of the angular momentum of their harge
arriers.
We present in g.1 a typial, straight superonduting string prole. The
parameters used here saturate the bounds given by eq.(2), in order to get a
ondensate well loalised along the string, appropriate for numerial simu-
lations with boundary restritions. In general, one an expet a ondensate
somewhat broader than the underlying vortex: δσ > δφ, or equivalently,
βη2φ −
1
2
λση
2
σ = m
2
σ < m
2
φ =
1
2
λφη
2
φ. It is probably worth emphasizing here
the model dependene of vorton studies: the parameter spae is very broad,
and we need a spei partile physis model xing the ouplings to make
more preise preditions about their properties.
In our previous paper, we have been able to analytialy haraterize the
equilibrium states proving, in priniple, that vortons should our for every
initial non-zero value of Q and N . If, as usual, we all µ the string tension,
and we dene
Σ =
∫
dS |σ|2 , Σ4 =
∫
dS |σ|4 , (6)
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Figure 1: Proles of φ and σ, plotted in units of ηφ and ησ; the parameters
here are λφ = 1.5, ηφ = 1.0, λσ = 10.0, ησ = 0.5, β = 1.5
we an reall the following equilibrium onditions. In the hiral ase ω2 = k2,
vortons will shrink or expand until:
ω2 = k2 = (µ−
1
4
λσΣ4o)/(2Σo) , (7)
where the sux o denotes the hiral value of a quantity (or equivalently,
when ω = k = 0). In the eletri (ω2 > k2) or magneti (ω2 < k2) regimes,
given that ΣQN = Q/N , we showed that the vorton state would minimize
the following funtion of ω2 − k2 = u2:
E = N

(µ− λσ4 Σ4(u2))
Σ(u2)
√
Σ2QN − Σ
2(u2)
u2
+ 2Σ2QN
√
u2
Σ2QN − Σ
2(u2)

 , (8)
whih learly admits suh a minimum. Given an initial state with small seed
harges and urrents, we demonstrated that the smaller nal equilibrium
state will generially be loated away from the hiral state (whih is not an
attrator  see ref. [3℄ for details).
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3 Stability analysis
We employed numerial methods to investigate the behaviour of these equilib-
rium vorton states, whih enabled us to identify and analytially haraterise
various instabilities orresponding to dierent regimes of the loop. We have
already proved in [3℄ that a straight superonduting string annot evolve too
deeply into the magneti regime (ω2 < k2), beause of nonlinear eets that
fore the ondensate to beome pinhed loally and to unravel, thus losing
winding number.
Our analytial analysis, and a suitable ansatz for Σ and Σ4, gave a preise
riterion for the threshold value kinst of this instability. Let's dene α =
λσ
4
Σ4o/Σo, and kc, the maximum k value assoiated with a non-vanishing
ondensate. Then,
1
k2inst
=
1
α
+
1
k2c
(9)
We have also studied the hiral and eletri ases, and we were unable
to nd an instability of this kind, suggesting that these regimes are stable
against a `pinhing' perturbation. There is, however, another potential in-
stability partiularly relevant in the eletri regime.
In the model presented in eq. (1), the radial loop equilibrium disussed
above in 8 is only valid if one assumes that the harge and the urrent remain
loalised on the string's worldsheet. When we onsider small loops, espeially
those tratable numerially, this assumption is not neessarily valid. The
potential ost of the vortex/ondensate separation an be evaluated using the
usual proles for the vortex, and we obtain the following stability riterion
(see ref. [9℄):
R
δσ
∼>
λφ
2β
µφ
σ2o
, (10)
where R is the radius of the vortex loop. Generially, the right hand side of
(10) is quite large, and so stable loops require R >> δσ. This is a problem
for real vortons in the eletri regime. The width of the ondensate diverges
as they go deeper into the eletri regime, and so these loops an prove quite
hard to stabilise. Numerially, memory limitations are suh that we annot
ahieve more than R ∼ 20δσ, and thus we are faed with this potential
splitting instability even in the hiral regime, sine this is just the order of
magnitude given by (10), as we have demonstrated in our simulations.
To overome this diulty, we have modied the interation term in
eq.(1), Vint = β|φ|
2|σ|2, by onsidering a toy model with Vint = β
′|φ|6|σ|2.
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Figure 2: Proles of φ and σ in the modied Witten model, plotted in units of
ηφ and ησ; the parameters here are λφ = 0.5, ηφ = 1.0, λσ = 18.0, ησ = 0.35,
with the new interation parameter β ′ = 3.3
Beause of the higher power of φ involved, the eetive potential seen by
the ondensate is muh loser to a square well, whih allows σ to build up
a higher and more robust ondensate, as an be seen from g.2. This repre-
sents only a quantitative, rather than qualitative, modiation of the vorton
model with the new riterion for the splitting instability beoming less strin-
gent. Then, the onstraint given by (10) is relaxed to R/δσ ∼< 5, and we an
reate numerial ongurations in whih the ondensate and the underlying
vortex are held together tightly.
4 Vorton simulations
The theory dened in the previous setion is ideal for numerial simulations.
Our ode evolves the elds aording to the full 3D equations of motion aris-
ing from eq.(1), using a lattie-inspired hamiltonian formalism [10℄ modied
from [11℄. energy and harge onservation in all simulations was maintained
to below 1% auray.
First, we study the perfetly irular hiral ase. The initial onguration
was obtained using an SOR relaxation routine to alulate the radial proles.
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Figure 3: Vorton simulation, showing |φ| (above) and the real part of σ, at
t = 0 and t = 1000 (note the uniform winding of σ, meaning a uniform
urrent).
We then used the ansatz:
σ(r, θ, φ) = |σ|(r, θ)ei(kφ+ωt) , (11)
whih desribes a homogeneous hiral vorton. Here, we have negleted small
orretions due to the urvature.
We then let the loop evolve with our ode, using (Dirihlet) reetive
boundary onditions whih do not at to stabilise the onguration. We
ould observe the loop slowly osillating around its equilibrium position, in
agreement with the radial analysis we have given (see also [12, 13, 14, 15℄).
As an be seen in g.3, the whole struture appears to be remarkably stable.
We now turn our attention to vorton stability with respet to perturba-
tions in the eentriity ǫ, by onsidering a loop with ǫ < 1. To ensure that
the urrent is initially homogeneous, we have to onsider the modied ansatz:
σ(r, θ, s) = |σ|(r, θ)eks+ωt . (12)
where s is the arlength along the string. This arlength is given by an
ellipti integral whih we evaluate aurately using the Gauss-Tshebyhev
algorithm (as an be found in e.g. [16℄).
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Our observations are summarized in g. 4, where we an see learly that
the loop is atually osillating between its initial onguration, and another,
somewhat larger loop with higher eentriity, tilted in the diretion opposite
to the urrent ow. We note also that this behaviour satises T ≃ L, where
T is the period of the movement, and L is the length of the loop.
This an be understood if one onsiders the eet on the urrent of squash-
ing a irular vorton, to make it look like an ellipse. To lowest order, the net
eet on the angular momentum of the urrent is to indue a orretion of
the form:
M =M0(1 +
ǫ2
4
) . (13)
Thus, the angular momentum of the urrent is inresaed with the eentriity,
and this has to be ompensated by a rotation of the loop in the opposite
diretion (we disuss the transfer of momentum at length elsewhere [9℄).
Despite the osillating eentriity, ultimately these loops tend to evolve
towards more irular ongurations, as an be seen from the last two plots
in g.4.
Eentri loop ongurations retained their identity for more than 10,000
time steps (many light-rossing times), and so these simulations appear to es-
tablish that stable vortons should form during the evolution of the universe.
Two small aveats to this onlusion remain. First, in the very longest simu-
lations of over 30,000 timesteps, the build-up of bakground radiation (due to
the reetive boundary onditions) auses some frition on the time-varying
urrent whih is eventually driven towards the less stable magneti regime.
We are developing absorbing boundary onditions for massive radiation to
test the signiane of this boundary artifat. Seondly, there is the sensitiv-
ity of these objets to their initial onditions, sine a slight mismath in the
phase of the ondensate an have dramati onsequenes on the subsequent
evolution of the loop. This problem is still under ative investigation and
will be disussed at greater length elsewhere.
5 Conlusions and disussion
We have presented in this paper the rst simulations of vortons, whih appear
to strongly indiate their stability, and hene their osmologial relevane (as
well as in other physial ontexts). Stable vortons may have profound on-
sequenes for osmology. These objets an be very massive, and they ould
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Figure 4: Plots of the zeros of φ in the transverse plane of an elliptial hiral
vorton: the rst four plots show the rst period, and the last two are taken
after two and three periods (initially, ǫ = 0.4).
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aount for dark matter, or even dominate the universe [17, 18℄. They are
naturally assoiated with very high energies, and this makes them prime an-
didates for high-energy astrophysial puzzles, like osmi rays [19℄ or gamma
ray bursts [20℄. Further study is required to test these hypotheses, but there
an be little doubt that a deeper understanding of the mirophysis of su-
peronduting strings will further the onfrontation between vortons and
observations.
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